Mr Ross Davies
Lancashire Cat Club
15th March 2015
My thanks to Mrs Titterington & Mrs Pointon and the Lancashire Cat Club committee for their
invitation to judge at one of my favourite local shows. I enjoyed my day in the company of my able
steward Same Weatherill who kept me on track throughout the day handling the cats with care and
expertise.
Open Classes
CLASS 504 – Apricot Point Siamese Adult
1CC BOB – Mr W & Mrs E Cox, EIREACHDAIL FHUARAN, (SIA em). F, 26.5.14. – Apricot girl of good
type only just an adult. Broad head with large ears set in line with her pinched, long wedge. Straight
profile, chin shows adequate depth with a level, tidy bite. Eye shape and set both oriental with the
colour being a brilliant blue of reasonable depth. Size in keeping with her age, long slender neck,
lithe body, fine legs and neat feet. Her tail is tapered and of a balancing length. Points matching with
some shading to flanks and back. Coat is short, close lying and fine in texture. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
CLASS 521a – Seal Point Siamese Neuter Male
1PC BOB - Mrs J Brownrigg, CH HEMLOCK SEXY-AN-I-KNOW-IT, (SIA n). MN, 10.6.12. – Lovely big
seal point boy showing strong head type and a well fed body. Broad head with large ears that are set
in line with his very slightly pinched wedge. Profile is straight, good depth to chin, level but untidy
bite. Deep set eyes that are an excellent clear, brilliant deep blue colour. The eye shape and set are
both oriental. A very well fed boy which does detract from his overall elegance. Long body, tall legs,
neat feet and long tapered tail. Dense seal brown matching points colour. Tonal shading showing
clear contrast to the points. Very well prepared boy with short close lying coat that was fine in
texture. Excellent temperament and presentation and a real pleasure to judge. I loved him.
Considered for BOB - Mrs E Robinson, PR BEWYCHEN PRINCELING MING, (SIA n). MN, 2.6.13. Another attractive seal point boy who ran the winner close. Good width between his large ears that
are set in line with even wedge. Straight profile, firm chin and a scissor bit that is tidy. Brilliant blue
eyes that for perfection could show more depth. The eye shape and set are both oriental. A well
grown boy who is perhaps just a little fine and feminine looking. Long neck, lithe body and tall legs.
Tail is long and tapered. Dense seal brown matching points with slight tonal shading to the body.
Coat is short, lies close to the body and fine in texture. Excellent presentation, just a little shy.
CLASS 521b – Seal Point Siamese Neuter Female
Considered for BOB - Miss K Maguire, PR SIAMAIDEN VIVA LAS VEGAS, (SIA n). FN, 29.3.13. – A
little shy today but was happy for me to judge her. Ideally could do with a little more width between
medium size ears that are set almost in line with her even wedge. Profile is straight, chin firm and
bite appears level. Oriental eye shape and set, the colour requires more depth. Short neck, medium
length to body, slender legs and tapered tail of balancing length. Matching dense seal brown points
colour and some tonal shading to her cream body.
CLASS 522 – Blue Point Siamese Neuter
BOB - Mrs S Webb, PR TENAJ MERLIN, (SIA a). MN, 25.5.13. – Androgynous looking blue point boy.
Ideally could do with a little more width between his large ears that are set almost in line with his
slightly pinched wedge. A straight profile, good depth to chin with a scissor bite and some missing
incisors. Eyes are rather deep set which made it difficult to assess the colour which was a clear,
bright blue that could show a little more depth. The eye shape and set were both oriental. Medium
size to this boy who has an elegant neck, lithe body, fine legs and neat spoon feet. His tail is tapered
and of a balancing length. Lovely matching light blue points colour with glacial white body showing
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slight light blue shading to the flanks and back. Coat is short and close lying and has an excellent fine
texture. Temperament and condition both excellent. A pleasure to judge.

CLASS 532 – Apricot Point Siamese Neuter
1PC BOB - Ms S Kay, VONTEEZ AGENT DYNAMITE, (OLH em 33 v). MN, 26.10.13. – Rather shy today
but after some encouragement allowed me to judge him. Ideally I would like to see a little more
width between his large ears that are almost set in line with the slightly pinched wedge. Profile is
straight, chin has adequate depth but does slope back slightly. His bite is scissor and untidy. Oriental
eye shape and set though he did hold them rather full. Brilliant blue eyes that could ideally show
more depth. Long neck, well fed medium length body, fine legs and a slightly thick tail that was
tapered but needs an inch for balance. Matching hot toned apricot points, warm creamy white body
showing some slight tonal shading to back and flanks. Coat was a little long, lies flat to body and very
fine in texture. Despite a few niggles I was happy to award this boy his certificate.
Miscellaneous Classes
Class 744 - A.C. ORIENTAL ADULT
1st - Mrs J Hirst, TOGHAR YANKEE DOODLE DANDY, (OSH b). M. 4/5/14 - Young boy of good type.
Good width between his large ears that are set in line with his even wedge. Straight profile, firm chin
and tidy, level bite. Oriental eye shape and set with the colour being a clear bright, vivid green. A
well grown boy with an elegant neck, long well-muscled body, tall legs and neat spoon shape feet.
His tail is long and tapered and of balancing length. His coat is chestnut brown showing some
warmth. Slightly paler undercoat though the colour does travel completely down to the root. His
coat is marginally long but lies close to the body and is fine in texture. Truly excellent temperament,
such a soppy boy who was presented to perfection.
2nd - Ms P Ball, ADTHISH FIRECRACKER KING, (OSH d). M. 1/8/13 - A rather shy boy of fair type.
Adequate width between his large ears that are set in line with his very pinched long wedge. He has
a rather flat forehead with a depression to his brow and an undulating profile. His chin is firm and he
has a level, tidy bite. Eye shape and set are both oriental with the colour being a very pale light
green. A well grown boy with a long neck, well-muscled body, tall legs and huge feet. Tail is tapered
and of a balancing length. He has rich red coat colour which is sound to the root. Underlying spotted
pattern is very distinct. Short coat that was rather open today though to be fair the hall was cold, the
texture being fine.
Class 749 - A.C. ORIENTAL MAIDEN ADULT
1st - Mrs J Brownrigg, HEMLOCK DO-IT lIKE-A-DUDE, (OSH n 24). M. 27/4/14 - Very strong and
stylish head type to this boy and I liked him very much though he is not without his faults. Very
broad head with large wide based ears that are set perfectly in line with his even wedge. A straight
profile with a firm chin which lines up well with the nose and his bite is level and tidy. Eyes are
oriental in set and shape and the colour being a slightly pale green. Very good size to this young boy.
He has a long neck, strong body, long legs and neat feet. His tail is long and tapers. Tabby marking
are jet black and sound to the root. The coppery brown ground colour requires more warmth. Two
broken necklaces to neck, M to forehead that travels over the head to the back of the neck and
breaks into spots. However once past the shoulders the spine line is unbroken which is incorrect and
I fear may hinder his progress in the future. He has evenly distributed spots that show some agouti
invasion. His coat is short, fine in texture and lies close to the body. Very wriggly boy, rather on his
toes today but presented no real problems when it came to handling him.
Class 758 - A.C. ORIENTAL BREEDERS KITTEN
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1st - Mr & Mrs T Cassar-Simmonds, FIORDILISO EX KWIZZIT, (OSH f). F. 29/9/14 - Stylish chocolate
tortie girl. Excellent width between her large wide based ears that are set perfectly in line with her
even wedge. Almost straight profile with a very strong chin that lines up well with the nose. Her bite
is tidy and very marginally scissored under. Oriental eye shape and set with lovely expression. The
colour a pleasing deep green. A well grown girl with long neck, lithe body, tall legs and neat oval
feet. Her tail is long and tapered of balancing proportion. Chocolate base colour that could show
more warmth but is sound to the root. Her coat is well mingled with light red and the head, tail and
all four legs all show breaks in colour. Coat texture was fine, lies close to the body and is short.
Excellent temperament and presentation.
2nd - Mrs J Brownrigg, HEMLOCK PARMA VIOLET, (OSH c 24). F. 3/9/14 - Lilac spotted tabby girl of
good type but a little small for her age. Ideally could show a little more width between her large ears
that are set in line with her pinched long wedge. Her profile is nearly straight, chin of adequate
depth with a level, tidy bite. Large eyes that are oriental in shape and set and are a very attractive
deep green colour. Small fine boned girl with a very elegant neck, slender body, very fine legs and
neat oval feet. Her tail is tapered and of a balancing length. Frosty grey tabby markings that are
sound to the root with the ground colour being beige. One broken necklace to upper chest. M to
forehead that travels over the head to the back of the neck and breaks into spots that continue
down the length of the spine. Spots are clearly defined, round and evenly distributed. Coat is fine,
short and lies close to the body. Lovely girl just needs a growth spurt.
3rd - Ms P Ball, ADIFTON GREEN EYES, (OSH n). M. 26/10/14 - A very fine boned boy with lovely
deep green eye colour. Head needs more width, he has very large ears that are set high and not in
line with his slightly pinched wedge. His profile is straight, chin if firm and his bite level and tidy.
Easily his best feature is his deep green eyes that are oriental set and shape. A well grown but fine
boned boy that has a slender neck, lithe body, fine legs and neat oval feet. His tail is very long and
tapered. Coat is jet black and sound the root he does have some scattered white hairs under his
‘armpits’. Coat is fine in texture, slightly long but lies close to the body. Temperament is excellent.
The lack of width between his high set ears really does detract from his type and spoil an otherwise
pleasing boy.

Class 759 - A.C. ORIENTAL KITTEN NOT BRED BY EXHIBITOR
1st - Mr P & Mrs G Masters, ENIGMATIC PANDORAS BOX, (OSH h). F. 5/8/14 - Chocolate tortie girl
of good type. Head needs to broaden slightly, large wide based ears set in line with slightly pinched
wedge. Straight profile, firm chin and level tidy bite. Oriental eye shape and set with the colour being
a deep green. A well grown girl with long neck, muscular body, tall legs and neat feet. Her tail is long
and tapered and of balancing length. Coat is a slightly unsound chestnut brown showing some
warmth with a mixture of dark and light shades of red tortie mingling. Legs, body, tail and head all
showing breaks in colour. Coat is short, lies close to the body and is fine in texture. Temperament
and presentation both excellent.
2nd - Mrs S Osborne, KINDAPOSH CINNDELICIOUS, (OSH o). M. 21/8/14 - Well grown cinnamon boy.
Needs more width between his large ears that are not quite in line with his even wedge. Almost
straight profile, chin needs more depth and bite appears level and tidy. Eye colour is green and the
shape and set are both oriental. Well grown sturdy boy with short neck, firm body, well boned legs
and oval feet. His tail is tapered of balancing length and has a slight deviation to the tip. Coat is a
warm cinnamon brown colour that is very unsound and shows spotted ghost pattern. Coat is short,
fine in texture and lies close to the body. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Class 761 - A.C. ORIENTAL NOVICE KITTEN
1st - Ms P Ball, ADIFTON SASSY LADY, (OSH b). F. 26/10/14 - Rather small Havana young lady. More
width needed between her tall ears that are not in alignment with her even wedge. Profile is
straight; chin is firm and a level bite which is tidy. Clear, bright vivid green eye colour with the shape
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and set both being oriental though perhaps just a little deep set. Rather small for her age, needing to
put on some weight to cover her prominent spine. Coat colour is a rich chestnut brown which was
reasonably sound. Still showing a slightly long kitten coat which was open and not lying close to the
body, texture was fine. Friendly girl who was pleased to come out of her pen.
Class 779 - A.C. ORIENTAL JUNIOR NEUTER
1st - Mr P & Mrs G Masters, PR ENIGMATIC HES SOVAIN, (OSH n). MN. 5/3/14 - Large well fed boy
of very good type not at all happy to be handled today. Very broad head with large wide based ears
that are set in alignment with his even wedge. Almost straight profile that shows good depth, strong
chin with a bite that appeared level. Eye shape and set both oriental with the colour being a green.
Long neck, strong body that is long but carrying some extra weight around the waistline, Legs are tall
and feet are oval. Tail is tapered and of a balancing length. Coat colour is jet black and is sound to
the roots. Short coat that is close lying and fine in texture. Well prepared very attractive boy with a
‘potty mouth’.
Class 780 - A.C. ORIENTAL SENIOR NEUTER
1st - Mr P & Mrs N Webster, IMP GR CH & GR PR FIORDILISO NANPEMA-NUAGE,
(OSH n 03 33). FN. 21/3/12 - Very well put together seal pointed bicolour girl of excellent balanced
type. Broad head with large wide based ears that are set in perfect alignment with her even wedge.
Profile is straight, chin shows depth and her bite is level with some missing incisors. Eye shape and
set are both oriental with the colour being a brilliant blue of good depth. Not the biggest of girls with
a short neck, medium length body that is carrying a little extra weight, legs are slim with neat oval
feet. Tail is tapered and of balancing length. Points colour is a matching dense seal brown with heavy
shading to the body that still shows very clear contrast to her points colour. White to face, front legs
completely white extending all the way up and almost forming a complete collar of white behind the
neck, back legs at least fifty percent white and a wide line of white from the chest to lower
abdomen. Small patch of white to the back. Easily meeting the required distribution and one third
white required by the standard. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Class 794 - CINNAMON, CARAMEL, FAWN OR APRICOT SIAMESE/BALINESE ADULT
1st - Mrs S Gurney Taylor, BELROO MISS TEEQ, (SIA p). F. 26/8/13 - Dainty fawn point girl of good
type. Head need more width between her large ears that almost in line with her even wedge. Profile
is straight and chin is firm with a level bite. Eyes are a little dominant and require more depth. Fine
body, tall legs and neat oval feet. Her tail is long and tapers. Points colour is a matching pale rosy
mushroom. Body is clear from shading. Coat is short, close lying and fine in texture. Well presented
girl.
Class 799 - AC SIAMESE/BALINESE KITTEN
1st - Mrs S Calloway, EISENSTEIN ADVOCAT, (SIA c). M. 21/8/14 - Large lilac point boy of good type.
Broad head with large ears set in line with his even wedge. Straight profile, strong chin and a level,
tidy bite. Oriental eye shape and set with vivid blue eye colour of good depth. Long body, sturdy legs
with huge feet. Tail is tapered and of a balancing length. His points are a matching grey colour but
lack the desired pink tone required by the standard. His body is magnolia and free from shading. The
coat length is a little long but does lie close and has a fine and silky texture. A friendly boy who was
easy to handle.
Class 800 - A.C. SIAMESE/BALINESE BREEDERS KITTEN
1st - Ms H Keoghan, ALDERSTAR BABYBEL, (SIA r). F. 28/10/14 - Fawn tortie girl with very good type.
Very broad head with large wide based ears set in line with her even wedge. Almost straight profile
with just a slight depression to her brow. Firm chin and a level, tidy bite. Eye shape and set both
oriental, the colour requires more depth. Rosy mushroom points all broken with varying shades of
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cream. Body is off white and free from shading. Coat was open along the spine but appeared to be a
sign of her excitement to meet me. (Who can blame her.) Excellent temperament and condition, just
my cup of tea.
2nd - Mrs S Gurney Taylor, TINKERTAYLOR BIZZY LIZZY, (SIA b). F. 7/9/14 - Chocolate girl of good
type. Good width to head with large ears that are set in line with her even wedge. Profile is straight
and she has a chin of good depth, bite is level and tidy. Oriental eye shape and set with bright blue
eyes needing more depth. Long neck and body, fine legs and oval feet. Her tail is long and tapered.
Points are a slightly dark but matching chocolate colour with the legs being a slightly lighter shade.
Coat is short, close lying and is fine in texture. Well prepared girl happy to be handled.
3rd - Mrs S Osborne, ISHIBEE MOCHA CHINO, (SIA h). F. 8/9/14 - Pretty chocolate tortie girl in a
tough class today. A little narrow between her large ears that are held high and not in line with her
even wedge. Profile uneven with a prominent nose bump. Chin shows good depth and the bite is
level. Eyes are full but the shape and set both oriental, the colour requires far more depth. A fine
and elegant girl with a long neck, slender legs and oval feet. Her tail is long and tapers. Her points
are a slightly dark chocolate all broken with varying shades of red tortie mingling. Coat was fine in
texture, short and lay close to the body. Easy to handle and excellent presentation.
Class 801 - A.C. SIAMESE/BALINESE KITTEN NOT BRED BY EXHIBITOR
1st - Mr C Smeaton, ENIGMATIC SHADES OFBLUE, (SIA a). M. 21/8/14 - Blue point boy of good type.
Good width to head with medium size ears set in line with his slightly pinched short wedge. Profile is
straight, chin firm and a level bite. Eye shape and set both oriental with bright blue eyes of good
depth. Medium length body, sturdy legs and small feet. Tail tapers and balances him well. His points
are a slightly dark matching blue colour. His body showing some shading to the back and flanks. Coat
is short and close lying with a fine and silky texture. Well prepared boy with an excellent
temperament.
2nd - Ms P Ball, COSITA LEN GOODMAN, (SIA a 21). M 22/9/14 - Blue tabby boy rather small for his
age. Open in coat and not looking in top show condition today. Head needs more width between his
large ears that are almost set in line with his medium length pinched wedge. Profile is straight and
chin shows good depth and a level, tidy bite. Small boy with elegant neck, fine body and slender legs.
His tail is long and tapered. Dark blue tabby markings with slight brownish overtone. Blue nose
leather and paw pads. Clear M to forehead, single ribbons to cheeks, thumb prints to ears and
bracelets to legs. Tail shows rings two thirds the length. Body is glacial white and clear from shading.
Friendly boy.
Class 806 - SEAL, BLUE, CHOCOLATE OR LILAC SIAMESE/BALINESE KITTEN
1st - Mr C Smeaton, ENIGMATIC SHADES OFBLUE, (SIA a). M. 21/8/14 - see class 801
Class 823 - A.C. SIAMESE/BALINESE JUNIOR NEUTER
1st - Mrs E Robinson, PR BEWYCHEN PRINCELING MING, (SIA n). MN. 2/6/13- see class 521a
2nd - Mrs S Webb, PR TENAJ MERLIN, (SIA a). MN. 25/5/13 - see class 522
3rd - Ms S Kay, VONTEEZ AGENT DYNAMITE, (OLH em 33 v). MN. 26/10/13 - see class 532
4th - Miss K Maguire, PR SIAMAIDEN VIVA LAS VEGAS, (SIA n). FN. 29/3/13 - see class 521b

Class 824 - A.C. SIAMESE/BALINESE SENIOR NEUTER
1st - Ms M Glaubitz, IMP GR PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER, (SIA d). MN. 29/5/09 - Large red
point boy of very good type. He has lost some weight since we last met but none of his style.
Nothing more to add that I have not said many times before. Lovely boy who handled well today.
Class 825 - A.C. SIAMESE/BALINESE RADIUS NEUTER
1st - Ms M Glaubitz, IMP GR PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER, (SIA d). MN. 29/5/09 - see class 824
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2nd - Miss K Maguire, PR SIAMAIDEN VIVA LAS VEGAS, (SIA n). FN. 29/3/13 - see class 521b
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